
1
Round these numbers to 
the nearest tenth.
14.55   6.84

2
Name 3 quadrilaterals.

3
When adding
 fractions, is a like
denominator 
necessary?

4
It took Diana 3 1/2 
days to read a book.  
Jen spent 2 1/4 days 
reading the same book.  
How many days longer 
did it take Diana to 
read the book?

5
Subtract
134.23 - 53.48 =
290 - 3.76 =
0.348 - 0.104 =

6
What is the value of 
the 7 ?
45,567,329

7
Is the x axis the 
horizontal axis or the vertical 
axis?

8
Rachel spent 3 hours at 
the mall.  Her brother, 
Ron, was at the mall for  
1/3 of the time she was.  
How long was Ron at the 
mall?

9
Ahmad deposited $120 in 
his savings account.  This 
amount represents 75% of 
the money he received for his 
birthday.  He spent the rest of 
his birthday money on a lego 
set.  How much did he spend 
on legos?

10
How are these 
polygons different?

w    t

11
Multiply
1/4 x 30 =
8 x 2/5 =
15 x 3/4 =

12
How many lines of 
symmetry does a
rectangle have?

13
Zach works at the car 
wash.  He spends 1/2 of 
his time washing cars, 1/4 
of his time vacumming 
cars, and 1/4  of his time 
running the cash regiter.  
If he works for 8 hours, 
how much time is spent 
on each activity?

14
Find the total of rain.
Day Rain
 Mon 2 1/2 in.
Wed 2/3 in.
Fri. 0 in.
Total

15
Jesse made 2 pizzas and 
cut each one into 6 pieces.  
He wants to divide the pizza 
evenly among 4 people.  Is 
this possible?  How many 
pieces will each person get?

16
Mark these points on the grid.
(4, 10)  (12, 2)  (2, 6)

d
17

Explain how a right 
triangle is 
different than an 
obtuse triangle.

18
Name the factors of 72

19
How are obtuse angles 
different than acute 
angles?

20
Karen hiked 1/3 of the 
trail last week.  The trail 
is 60 miles long.  How 
far did Karen hike?

21
Karen stopped to camp ev-
ery 5 miles.  If she hiked for 
20 miles, how many nights 
did she camp?

22
How are these polygons 
alike?

c h m

23
Draw a polygon that has six 
sides and six obtuse angles.

24
How can you classify 
this quadrilateral?

            s
31

25
What distinguishes a 
regular polygon from 
an irregular polygon?

26
Draw a regular 
pentagon.

27
How does an isosceles 
triangle differ from a 
scalene triangle?

28
Maria spent 1/3 of her 
allowance on a book.  She 
has $14.00 left.  How much 
is Maria’s 
allowance?

29
Can a triangle be classi-
fied as a right, isosceles 
triangle?  Why or why 
not?

30
Explain how a parallelogram is 
different from a trapezoid.
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